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SOME CONDITIONS FOR «CONVEX FUNCTIONS

G. E. CROSS

Abstract. It is shown that if F is a function defined and continuous on [a, b] such

that (where n is an even integer):

(a)

'***=&o(è)(f(*+A) - fw - % ^¥^)

exists and is finite in (a, b) for 1 < r < n — 2;

(b) for x e (a, b) \ is, where £ is countable, F is /i-smooth, i.e.,

-»o VA"-1/
lim

F(.x + ft) + F{x - h) _ n/y ' h^D^Fix)

2 '  ¿t0       (2*)!
= 0,

where D2kF(x) denotes the (symmetric) de la Vallée-Poussin derivative;

(c) D^F(x) > 0 a.e. in (a, *);

(d) D"F{x) > -oo for x e (a, 6) \ 5 where S is countable and F\x) is «-smooth

in 5; then F(x) is n-convex in [a, b]. The same result holds for n odd. This is an

improvement on the known result when 5 is a scattered set.

1. Introduction. The following theorem is well known (see e.g. Theorem 1.1 [2]).

Theorem \.\. If F is a continuous function on {a, b) so that

ñ2rrr  ^      T—  / F(x + h) + F(x - h) - 2F(x) \ .
D¿F(x) = hm     —-'-*--'--V-11 > 0       a.e. in (a, b),

h->0   \ h I

(1.1)

(1.2) D2F(x) > -oo except on a countable set S, and

(1.3) F(x) is smooth on S,

then F(x) is convex on (a, b).

This theorem has some important applications in the theory of integrals and

convergent trigonometric series (see e.g. [2] and [7]). In the investigation of

trigonometric series which are summable by Cesàro means, a corresponding

theorem phrased in terms of n-convex functions is required.

Several versions of such a theorem have been proved (cf. Theorem 6.1, [5] and

Theorem 16, [1]), but none, so far as the author knows, in the complete generality

of Theorem 1.1 insofar as the exceptional set S is concerned. The best result allows

only an exceptional scattered set. (A set is scattered if it contains no subset that is

dense in itself.)
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It is true that on the real line a scattered set is countable [6], but not every

countable set is scattered (consider the rational numbers). There is some interest

then in showing that an exceptional countable set may be allowed in the statement

of the theorem on «-convex functions referred to above. This is the substance of

the main result of this paper.

2. Notation and terminology. Let *„, x„ . . ., xn be (n + 1) distinct points from

an interval [a, b]. By Vn(F) we denote the nth divided difference of F:

vm{F)= 2 Hxk)/K(xk),
k = 0

where w„(x) = (x - jc0)(jc - *,) • • • (x - x„).

If V„(F) > 0 for all choices of points Xq, x„ . . . , xn in [a, b] then F is said to be

w-convex on [a, b]. (2-convex = convex.)

Let F(x) be a real-valued function defined on the bounded interval [a, b]. If

there exist constants a„ a2, ■ . ., a, which depend on x0 only and not on h, such

that

F(x0 + A) - F(x0) =  ¿   ak£ + o(h')       as h -> 0, (2.1)

then ak, 1 < k < r, is called the Peano derivative of order A: of F at x0 and is

denoted by Fw(jc0). If F possesses derivatives F(k)(x¿), 1 < k < r — 1, we write

£y„(F; x0, h) = F(x0 + h) - F(x0) - 2   TT ¿W*o)- (2-2)

If there exist constants ß0, ß2, ■ ■ ■, ß& which depend on x0 and not on h, such

that

F(x0 + h) + F(x0 - A)        ' A2*

-2-= ,?o ^(2ljT + °(Ä  }       asA^°'

then /?2t, 0 < k < r, is called the de la Vallée-Poussin derivative of order 2k of F at

x0 and is denoted by D2kF(x¿).

If F has derivatives Z>2*F(jco), 0 < k < r — 1, we write

ÖÖ!^: ^ *> =-2-20  (2*)! ̂   ̂
and define

Ö^Fi^o) = lim sup ^(^ *o> A)>
h—M

D2rF(x0) = lim inf B^F; x^, h).
h-tO

All the above symbols are defined similarly for odd-numbered indices (see, for

example, [4, pp. 163-164]).

We denote the ordinary derivative of F(x) at x0 of order k by F^k\x¿).

The function F will be said to satisfy condition A* (n > 3) in [a, b] if it is

continuous in [a, b], if, for 1 < k < n — 2, each F(fc)(x) exists and is finite in (a, b)
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and if

lim hOJF; x, h) = 0 for all x G (a, b)\ E where E is countable.       (2.3)
A-»0

(Condition A * above implies condition C„ of [1].)

When a function F satisfies condition (2.3) at a point x, F is said to be «-smooth

atx.

The following theorem is well-known [1]:

Theorem 2.1. If a function F is defined on [a, b] so that

(2.4) F(x) satisfies condition A* in (a, b),

(2.5) DnF(x) > 0 a.e. in (a, b);

and

(2.6) D"F(x) > -txfor all x e (a, b),

then F(x) is n-convex on [a, b].

3. The main result. We shall prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. If a function F is defined on [a, b] so that

(3.1) F\x) satisfies condition A* in (a, b),

(3.2) D^F(x) > 0 a.e. in (a, b), and

(3.3) DnF(x) > -oo, on [a, b] \ S, where S is countable and F(x) is n-smooth in S,

then F(x) is n-convex on [a, b].

(We shall restrict the proof to the case of n even. Obvious modifications may be

made to cover the case of n odd.)

We shall need the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.1. Given x0 G (a, b) and e > 0, there exists a function G(x) such that:

(3.4) D"G(x) > 0, x e (a, b);

(3.5) e„(G; x, h) > Ofor x, x ± h S (a, b);

(3.6) limA^,+ hO„(G; x» h) > 0;

(3.7) \D2kG(x)\ < e, x e (a, b), 0 < k < n/2 - 1;

(3.8) G(x) is n-smooth if x ^ x0.

Proof. Let g be defined on [a, b] by

í \      Í x'       x ^ x°'

I   Z.X Xfty X   & Xn.

Then the function G defined as a multiple of the (n — 2)th indefinite integral of

g(x) on [a, b):

GM=Tn-^0X-t)n~3^d'

satisfies the conditions of the lemma if c > 0 is chosen so that \DlkG(x)\ < e,

0 < k < n/2 - 1. Indeed, it is clear that D"G(x) > 0 if x ¥= x0 and

D"G(x0) > D2(D"-2G(xQ)) = cD2g(x0) > 0.

It follows that G(x) is n-convex in [a, b] and (3.5) follows from lemma 4.1 [4].
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Moreover

hm   fi0„(G, x0, h)
h-f0 +

=   lim
A-.0 +

=   lim   n
h-*0+

ni
G(x0 + A) + G(x0 - h)

-^-Ô1-^D2mG(x0)

(n-2)

(n - l)\h

g(x0 -t- h) + g(x0 - h) - 2g(xQ)

2A

=   lim   n
A-»0 +

-f>o.
2(x0 + h) — x0 + x0 — h — 2x0

Yh

Lemma 3.2. If M is a function defined on [a, b] such that:

(3.9) D2kM(x) exists and is finite in (a, b) for 1 < k < n/2 - 1;

(3.10) D^M(x) > 0 a.e. in (a, b);

(3.11) D"M(x) > -oo on (a, b) \ S, where S is countable and M(x) is n-smooth on

S, then, corresponding to e > 0, there is a function Q(x), n-smooth for x £ S, and

such that \Q(x)\ < e on [a, b], D"(M(x) + Q(x)) > 0 a.e. on (a, b), and

D"(M(x) + Q{x)) > -oo

everywhere in (a, b).

Proof. Let the points of S be enumerated

JCj, x2, . .., xn, . . .

and let {e,}^! be a sequence such that ~S.°°-iei < £- Let M¡(x) be the function

defined by Lemma 3.1 with e, x0 replaced by e„ x¡. Let Q be defined by
OO

Q(x) = 2   Mt(x),       x e (a, b).
i = i

Then Q(x) is the sum of a uniformly convergent series of continuous functions and

so Q(x) is continuous. Also | Q(x)\ < e, x G (a, b), and Q(x) is n-smooth if x ¥= x0.

For x e (a, b), we have

9n(Q; x,h)=2  UM,; x, h),

where for each /, &„{M¡; x, h) > 0. Therefore for each JV and x, x ± h G (a, b), we

have

N

and

for x E (a, b)

UQ; x,h)>"2 0„(a/,; x, h)
i-i

N

D"Q(x) = lim 6„{Q; x, h) > 2    Kg Ö„(A/,.; x, A) > 0
A->0 ' = 1     A-»0
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For x G S, h > 0,
'o

hO„(Q; x¡o, h) = 2¡   «0n(^.; x¡o, h) > £ ^„(M,; *,o, n).

It follows that

i=i

N

i=i

A1

lim   hO„(Q; xio, n) > £     lim   hO^M^, x,o, h) > 0,
A->0 + '-1    Ä->0 +

since JV~ can be chosen so that /'0 = N.

Now define_F(jc) = M(x) + Q(x). Then DnF(x) > D"M{x) + D"Q(x) > 0 a.e.

in [a, b], and DnF(x) > D"M(x) > -oo if x G S.

At points x,  G 5

lim    [n0„(F; *,„,«)]>   Um    [n0„(M; x,v n)] +   lim    [n0„(ß; x,o, n)]
A-.0+ *-i

>   Hm   [M,(f2jxv*)] >0,

A->0 + A->0 +

A-.0 +

since M is n-smooth in S. Therefore limA_>0+ [0„(.F; x,, «)] = + oo.

But from the format of 0n(F; x¡, h), with n even, this is the same as

HmA^0_ [9n(F; x,o, n)]. Therefore D^) = ¿"ffej = + oo.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Gk(x) be a function corresponding to e = \/k,

k = 1, 2, ..., determined by Lemma 3.2. Then by Theorem 2.1 the function

M(x) + Gk(x) is n-convex for each k and the sequence of convex functions

(M(x) + GA(x)}"_, converges to the function M(x) on [a, b]. It follows that M(x)

is n-convex and the proof is complete.

Since an n-convex function has continuous ordinary derivatives up to order

(n - 2) [1], the following version of the theorem on n-convexity has some interest.

Theorem 3.2. If F is a function defined on [a, b] such that

(i) F^k\x) exists and is continuous, 0 < k < n — 2, a < x < b;

(ii) Dy(x) > 0 a.e. in {a, b);

(iii) D"F(x) > -oo except on a countable set S, and

(iv) F(x) is n-smooth in S,

then F(x) is n-convex in [a, b].

Proof. If we write

n/2-l I»

p(h) = F(x + h) + F(x-h)-2   2     7T7T7 ̂ W
fc=o   \¿Kr-

and q(h) = 2(h"/n\), then we have (cf. [3, p. 359]):

lim
A->0

F("-2\x + h) + F^"-2\x - h) - 2F("-2\x)

h2

P(h)
= D2(D"-2F{x)) >  lim

h-M q(h)
= D"F(x).
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It can be seen moreover by the same technique that «-smoothness of F(x)

implies smoothness of D"~~2F(x) = F("_2)(jc). An application of Theorem 1.1

shows that F(n_2)(x) is convex on [a, b\. Thus Fin~2\x) is the Lebesgue integral of

a nondecreasing function, say, p(x) [1]:

F<n~2\x) = F<"-2)(a) + f *p{i) dt,       a <x < b. (3.11)
•'a

We conclude then that F(x) is the sum of the (n — l)th integral of the nonde-

creasing function p{x) and a polynomial of degree at most (n — 2). It follows [1]

that F(x) is «-convex on [a, b].
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